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LEGAL CONSULTANT |
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LAW_FRESHER

Address
Pune 411046

Phone Number
+91-9922922553

Email Address
Manisha.Gojame@gmail.com

LinkedIn
ManishaGojame

LANGUAGES

Marathi
Native

Hindi
Native

English
Intermediate

HOBBIES

Dancing

Singing

OBJECTIVE

Want to Reboot career and make successful second innings at
work and seamlessly integrate back into the corporate and
Legal world.
Aspiring to secure the position of a junior lawyer and handling
legal cases successfully by using my knowledge in law and
analytical skills. To acquire the competence in handling clients
and cases independently

WORK EXPERIENCE

Legal Shelter
Legal Intern

(August 2021 - Present)

Working as a Law Intern for Leag Shelter (Deshpande's) Law Firm,
Pune from Aug 2021 - till date.

Assist the seniors in preparing gathering evidences and
interpreting it for preparing case �le
Provide suggestions and opinions on ways of �ghting the legal
battle and making/defying allegations
Prepare legal documents that need to be submitted with the
court to initiate legal proceedings
File cases with the court and receive the appointment for
court hearing for the case
Conduct mock interviews with the clients and prepare them
for the actual trials and interrogations
Draft different legal documents eg: trusts, wills, contracts,
certi�cates, asset transfer, etc

SKILLS

* Posses Good knowledge in
law and legal proceedings

* Familiar with the legal format
that is required for drafting
documents

* Client management abilities
and lateral thinking skills

* Good researching skills that
help to gather data relevant to
the case nature

* Skilled at establishing
communication and
convincing the others about a
subject

* Ability to advise clients on the
legal responsibilities and
practices

EDUCATION

MMCC SCLC Law College, Pune
University
Master's degree LLM Law

(September 2021 -
Present)

MMCC SCLC Law College, Pune University
Bachelor's desgree LLB Law

(June 2017 - August 2021)

Pune University - External
Master's degree MA Sociology

(July 2014 - March 2016)
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